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also Krassovsky et al., 1973). Groups of similar signals are discernible on the background of chaotic fluctua- 
tions. The speed of the ppagation of signals and the direction into which they move can be determined 
from the delay of their a- to Werent spectrograph slit sections. Sometimes similar signals are 
obeerved only in two directions or there is a strong signal only on one direction out of three. Tbls may be 
due to the shorter extent of the inhomogeneities as compared with tbe base of obsa~ations or due to the 
passage of only the border of extended mhomogenelties through the edge of the region observed. Some- 
times along all d&ctions there are only temperature fluctuations which do not coincide in shape. However, 
they may be due to the superposition of the waves pro agated from different directions. 

The shortest pulses shown in F$ 1 so far have not Len* identified in d&rent azimuths. Their duration 
is close to the short-period limit of mternal gravity wavea or to the long-period limit of acoustic waves. All 
this, as has already been pointed out (Davies et of., 1973) may be associated with the Doppler effect due to 
fast circulation of the atmosphere in the region of the origin of hydroxyl emission. If pulses existing only in 
one of the azimuths result from the motion of the sections of tbe atmosphere with inbomogeneous emission 
of hydroxyl due to vertical eddies, one has to assume that these inborn0 
and are also dastroyed, without having time to reach another section 

&ties either appear very quickly 
%ZWd, 0 or exist for a longer time, 

but move very slowly and cannot raach another section observed during the dbservation time. The latter is 
possible also in the case of internal gravity waves with periods close to their short-period limit. 

At present suflkient data have not been accumulated to static the amplitudes, directions and s 
of the motion of the ~orno~iti~ of rotational temperature. Nevertheless, the amplitude of the B”d” evia- 
tions of the hydroxyl rotational temperature from its average values is in good correlation with local geo- 
magnetic K-indices preceding these deviations by 3 hr. So far we have succeeded in observing the speeds 
from several tens to several hundreds of m/set in diverse directions from cyclonct~ All this undoubtedly 
points to a non-uniform structure of hydroxyl emission in time and space and testifiu to the similarity of 
the behaviour of minor active constituents of the upper atmosphere due to which hydroxyl emission appears. 
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ON DETBR~INING THE OZONE EMBER DENSITY DISTRIB~ION 

FROM OAO-2 STELLAR OCCULTATION MEASUREMENTS 

(Receimd 15 January 1974) 

Abstract-&&r occultation data from the 2460 A and 2980 A channels of the OAO-2 stellar 
photometers have been used to derive the nighttime ozone number density distribution in the 
low latitude mesosphere. The nighttime ozone distribution obtained from both channels are 
similar indicating a maximum in the ozone distribution near 8Okm of 2-3 x W CID-~. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Hays and Rob18 (1973) and Roble and Hays (1973) have used the stellar occultation mea#uremWs in 

the 2500 A region made by the orbiting astronomical observatory satellite (OAO-2) to retrieve the nighttiie 
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vertical number density distribution of ozone in the low latitude mesosphere. The results from approxi- 
mately 12 stellar occultations showed a bulge in the nighttime ozone number density with a peak of l- 
2 x 1Oa cm-* at approximately 83 km and a minimum near 75 km. Recently, Rosenberg et al. (1974) 
have suggested that the stellar U.V. attenuation measured near 80 km during occultation (Fig. 1) may not 
be due to ozone absorption but is probably due to extinction caused by atmospheric aerosols. They argue 
that the aerosol layer in the region where noctilucent clouds are observed around 80 km can cause an ex- 
tinction of about 10 per cent which corresponds to the observed values. Therefore, they suggest that the 
extinction can be explained by the existence of nighttime noctilucent clouds in low latitudes without assum- 
ing the existence of an additional ozone layer. They also point out that near the region of about 2400 A 
the aerosol scattering cross-section is close to the absorption cross-section but that the scattering cross- 
section does not vary greatly with wavelength. Thus, it would be possible, through rn~~~~ts in two 
regions of the spectrum, to differentiate between absorption and scattering experimentally. 

In this paper we present data in two spectral channels that resolve the scattering versus ozone absorption 
question. The OAO-2 satellite has four stellar photometers each with a number of U.V. filters to make 
measurements in certain isolated spectral regions. The channels normally used for the stellar occultation 
measurements are shown in Fig, 1 of Hays and Roble (1973). Almost all of our ozone measurements were 
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FIG. 1. (a) THE MEAsuRED NORMALIZ ED STELLAR SIGNAL IN THE 2460 A CHANNEL AND 2980 A 
CHANNEL DURING OCCULTATION ON 3 APRIL 1971 AT 22 HR 33 MIN LT AT 36ON LAT AND 

114”‘w LONG. 

(b) THE RETRIEvED OZONE NUMBER DENSITY DISTRIBUTION FROM THE STELLAR OCCULTATION 

~~~~~* 

made with the 2390 A and 2468 A channels in the Hartley Contlmmm region where the ozone absorption 
cross-section is a smooth function of wavelength. On occasion measnrements were also made with the 
2980 A channel; however, these data were not published because of the difficulties involved in reducing 
the data in the Huggins Band system of ozone around 3000 A. But data in this channel can be used to 
resolve the aerosol scattering versus ozone absorption in the 70-90 km altitude region. 

2. OCCUL’I’ATION DATA 
The normalized stellar intensity profile for the 2460 and 2980 A channels during occultation on orbit 

12178 on 3 April 1971 at 22 hr 33 min is shown in Fig. l(a). Above 100 km the ozone absorption is negli- 
gible and both channels have a normalized intensity of 1.0. In the 2460 A channel, the stellar signal remains 
constant until near 90 km where ozone absorption begins to cause attenuation. The stellar signal decreases 
to about 80 km and below that altitude a slight increase in the signal occurs, peaking near 74 km before 
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there is again a rapid decrease in the stellar signal until occultation near 45 km. In the 2980A channel 
there is a slight intensity increase in the signal near 90 km that is due to the 2972 A atomic oxygen emission 
OI(%!I - *PI) in the atomic oxygen recombination layer. The emission layer is more commonly observed 
as the 5577 A atomic oxygen green line 01&S - ID) (Offermann and Drescher, 1973; Donahue er al., 
1973). A normahxed volume emission profile of the 5577 A emission line as determined from the rocket 
measurements of Otkmann and Drescher (1973) is shown in Fig. 3(a). The peak of the emission layer 
occurs near 97 lcm and falls off rapidly away from that altitude. Below 85 km, the signal decmsses slightly 
showing a small attenuation near 80 km, and peaks again near 70 km before the signal decreases again at 
lower altitudes. The main feature in this figure is that the ozone absorption in the 2460 A ctine~ near 
80 km is much greater than the absorption in the 2980 A channel in the same altitude region, 

asrah AIRSLOW 
EMISSION LAYER 

FIG. 2. THE GEOMETRY OF OCCULTATION CONSIDERING THE IM’LTJBNCB OF THE 2972 OI(% - sf’l) 
AIROLOW BbIIS!RON IN THE 2980 A CI-IANIQIRL. 
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Fro. 3. (a) THE NORMALaED VOIXJME EMISsION RATE PROFILE FOR THE 2972 A AIRGLOW EMIS- 
SION, ASSUMBD SIMILAR TO THE 5577 A AIRGLGW EMISSION MBASUREMENTS OF OPPERMAMV AND 

DRJSCHER (1973). 
(b) THIS C-TED NO- D TANGENTIAL TRANSMIssION AS OBSRRVBD BY THB SATELLITB 
WITH AND Wl’ITrIOUT THE EFTRCT OF OZONB ABSGRFTION OF THE EMISSION ALGNG THE RAY PATH 

FROM m AIRGLOW EbiIRSION SHELL FARTHEST FROM THE SATELLITE. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 
The vertical ozone number density pro!%le determined from the stellar occultation measurements in the 

2460 A channel is determined using the inversion techni 
f; and Roble (1973) and is shown in Fig. 2(b). The dip in t 
ue discussed by Roble and Hays (1972) and Hays 
e stellar signal near 74 km is due to a bulge in the 

oxone number density near 82 km as discussed previously by Hays and Roble (1973). 
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Before the stellar intensity data in the 2980 A channel can be inverted to obtain the ozone number 
density distribution, the intensity contribution due to the 2972 A airglow emission must be removed. To 
accomnlish this we assume that the 2972 A volume emission rate motile is similar to the volume emission 
rate of the 5577 A emission measured by Glfermann and Dreshc& (1973) but reduced by the ratio of the 
respective Binstein radiative transition coefficients. The normalized volume emission rate distribution is 
shown in Fig. 3(a). The tangential column emission rate as seen by the satellite is de&mined by integrating 
the 2972 A volume emission rate along the path length from the star to the satellite assuming that the airglow 
exists in a spherically symmetric shell. The emission from the airglow layer nearest the satellite is diractly 
received by the satellite. The emission from the airglow layer beyond the tangent ray point is absorbed by 
ozone along the ray path under the spherical shell. This absorption can be calculated because the ozone 
absorption cross-sectron at 2972 A is known and the ozone vertrcal distribution has been determined from 
the stellar occultation measurements from the 2460 A channel. The normalized tangential emission rate 
calculated using the 2972 A volume emission rate protile shown in Fig. 3(a) is shown in Fig. 3(b). The figure 
shows the calculated emission rate with and without the intervening ozone absorption from the airglow 
layer farthest from the satellite. The ozone absorption primarily influences the tangential column number 
density below 60 km. 

The peak signal in the 2980 A channel shown in Fig. I(a) occurs near 90 km where there is a normalized 
signal of l-02. Assuming that 0.02 units are due to the 2972 A emission, its effect is subtracted from the 
vertical height profile using the shape of the normalized tangential 2972 A emission rate profile shown in 
Fig. 3(b). Once the air 
in reducing the 2460 A %a 

low signal is removed, the 2980 A channel is inverted in the same manner as used 
ta given by Roble and Hays (1972) and Hays and Roble (1972). The filter trans- 

mission function and absorption cross-section of ozone used in the data reduction are shown in Fig. 1 of 
Hays and Roble (1973). The stellar spectrum of the occulting star was measured abovetheEarth% atmos- 
phere by the OAG-2 stellar spectrometer. The calculated ozone distribution is shown in Fig. l(b). 

4. DISCUSSION 

The ozone number density distribution calculated from two distinct wavelength channels show similar 
ozone distributions. The ozone number densitv DC& being about 3 x lOa as determined bv the 2980 A 
channel and 2 x 10’ as determined by the 2460-x channel. “Both channels show a minimum’in the 75 km 
region; however, the magnitude of the ozone density is difficult to retrieve in this re ‘on. 

The ratio of the stellar signal intensities, shown in Fig. l(a), is thus proportiona P to the ratio effective 
ozone cross-sections covering the spectral band of the filter. If the attenuation were due to dust in the 
80 km region the signal reduction would be nearly the same for both channels because of the relatively tlat 
scattering cross-section for dust. For example, at 82 km the normalized intens$y in the 2460 A channel is 
0.87, and if a I-l dependence of the seatterrng cross-section is used, the calculated normalized intensity for 
the 2980 A channel would be a 

51 
proximately 0.89 compared to the observed value of 0.97. Even if the dust 

scattering cross-sect@ had a- -6 dependence, the normalized intensity for the 2980 A channel would be 
O-93. Thus, it is unlikely that dust is a major factor in the extinction ohserved near 80 km at low latitudes. 
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